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How is the UAE positioning itself as a wealth managing centre?
What is the current state of the UAE wealth management market, and what are the key
advantages it offers regional and global UHNWIs?
Can UAE compete effectively with Singapore / Switzerland as a go-to centre for single-
family offices and UHNW clients? And if so, how?
What has the UAE and Singapore done to become more relevant and interesting for
UHNW families and family offices?
Is UAE today mainly a wealth management hub for HNW and UHNW clients from India and
the Middle East, or is it more, is it global in its appeals for these clients?
How closely involved are the second and third generations be in this estate and
succession planning, and how involved should they be?
What have the government and the regulators/authorities been doing to widen the
appeals of UAE for the location or expansion of single-family offices? In short, why
should families set up a SFO in UAE?
Would increasing compliance and proposed Corporate tax will have impact on existing
structures for investments and would it impact attractiveness of UAE as destination?
How does the region’s wealth advisory community deliver advice and structures across
multiple jurisdictions?
What role does Residency & Citizenship planning play in the overall estate and legacy
planning?
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